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Traces the evolution of the magazine from a tiny operation run by DeWitt and Lila Wallace to an American institution plagued by
rivalries and greed
Providing guidance on a wide range of garden types from small backyard plots to country acreage, an in-depth reference offers
straightforward information on such topics as plants, pest-control, fertilizer, and environmental awareness. 100,000 first printing.
Know Your RightsYou and Your RightsAn A to Z Guide to the LawReader's Digest Essential Book of HerbsSimon and Schuster
Presents a collection of humorous anecdotes from the magazine's "Life in these United States" column, which is composed of
readers' contributions
Reader's Digest Soldier Stories is a chronological retrospective of the best military pieces Reader's Digest has run, from World
War I through the war in Iraq. Featuring stories from the battlefield to the home front, this inspiring collection honors the men and
women of America’s armed forces and gives readers a glimpse into life in uniform. Beginning in World War I and continuing
through to the war in Iraq, readers will follow soldiers into the trenches, peer in on emergency surgery taking place in the depths of
the ocean, watch heroes carry the bodies of fallen brethren, trail Eisenhower for the three days leading up to D-Day, and be
inspired as men and women rise above and beyond normal human limits to preserve our rights and save their friends. Other
stories include those of: • A soldier’s last gift to her young daughter at home • A tribute to one of the first African-Americans to
serve as a Naval Officer • A pilot rescued after his F-16 is shot down • A judge who sentenced a fellow veteran to jail, then joined
him in his cell for the night to help him through his PTSD • An American soldier who takes a big risk to save a dying Afghan girl
This book gives a complete perspective on the hell that is war, the love that grows from camaraderie, the pride from accomplishing
the impossible, the humor that springs from the military bureaucracy, and more. A chronological retrospective of the best military
pieces Reader's Digest has run, Reader’s Digest Soldier Stories honors the men and women of America’s armed forces.
The Digest Diet is a 21-day weight-loss plan based on groundbreaking science and newly discovered foods and habits that help
your body to release fat. Reader’s Digest sifted through all the weight-loss science to pick the foods, recipes, and habits that truly
slim you down quickly and safely. We reviewed cutting-edge nutrition advances and myth-busting articles. We discovered some
new reasons fat creeps on—and reliable ways to get it to fade away quickly. The Digest Diet targets surprising fat increasers in
three key areas—eating, environment and exercise—and gives you the tools you need to turn the tables and shift your body into fat
release mode. The eating plan is organized in three basic stages: Fast Release, Fade Away, and Finish Strong. Every phase
loads you up on fat releasers. But the calorie and macronutrient ratios shift in each so as to maximize fat release—and results! Fast
Release (12-minute exercise routine) is a four-day fat releasing jump start. The Fat-Release Workout combines both strength
training and HIIT (high intensity interval training) into a 12-minute workout that’s amazingly effective for fat burn and muscle
growth. Fade Away transitions you into lean proteins and micronutrient-rich greens. For this 10-day stretch, you continue to have a
shake a day, but the lean-and-green focus gives your body what it needs to help you release fat and build muscle, while lowering
your intake of carbohydrates for faster fat fade. Finish Strong is the last week of the plan. The meals and recipes show you how to
enjoy a balanced, healthy, wholefoods diet rich in fat releasers. The Digest Diet provides a list of 13 fat releasers, which include
Vitamin C, Calcium, Protein and Coconut Oil, as well as an easy cheat sheet of fat releasing foods that can be eaten during the
diet, such as broccoli, grapefruit, mozzarella cheese, almonds, fish, beef, red wine, dark chocolate and avocados, to name a few.
Inside the Digest Diet, you will also find a 21 day meal-plan, 50 fat releasing recipes with full color photos, a 12 minute fat release
workout, a fat release workout calendar, before and after success stories, “laugh it off” sidebars to help keep perspective and
sanity, and a free online destination for tips, videos, shopping lists and daily food and exercise journals to help make your weight
loss goals easy and achievable. www.digestdiet.com To prove the 21-day eating plan truly works, we put a dozen men and women
on the diet—and their results will astound and inspire you. Our top tester lost 26 pounds in 3 weeks!
The old adage truth is stranger than fiction can also be construed as truth is funnier than fiction and we see no shortage of real
people doing and saying dumb things and making us laugh in the process. The Editors of Reader’s Digest present a hilarious
collection of dumb people doing dumb things. Every day in America we are bombarded by stupidity; sometimes we just shake our
heads, but most of the time we get a good laugh out of the really dumb things people do and say. In our first collection of dumb
stories we poke a little fun at the unbelievably dumb things that happen in our lives and have a good chuckle along the way.
“You’re a dumb criminal if…You’re not picky about your office locations. Christopher Exley of Everett, Washington, was arrested
for conducting a drug deal over the phone—in the bathroom of the Everett Police Department.” “During my brother-in-law’s first
performance review, his boss said, “I’m not quite sure what it is you do here. But whatever it is, could you do it faster?” --Jeanie
Waara, Philip, SD “In an attempt to balance work and motherhood, I delegated the grocery shopping to my young babysitter. But
the job proved a tad daunting. One day while I was at work, she texted me from the supermarket. “Can’t find Brillo pads,” she
wrote. “All they have are Tampax and Kotex.” --Kimberly Clark, Alpharetta, GA “I overheard an elderly gentleman tell his friend
that he couldn’t meet him the next day because he had to go to the hospital for an autopsy. His friend was sympathetic: “I had
one of those last year. Luckily it wasn’t serious.” --Tracy Moralee, Hitchin, Great Britain
A comprehensive consumer's handbook encompasses up-to-date strategies for saving money, time, and effort through the informed
purchase of goods and services, from groceries to real estate
Scientifically accurate illustrations and essays guide the bird watcher in identifying and locating more than 570 common and rare species
A beautiful guided journal for anyone interested in making a difference in the community and in the world Now more than ever, it’s important
to find new ways to connect and make the world a kinder place. But finding meaningful ways to make change can be daunting. Enter Inspired
to Make a Difference Every Day, a guided journal full of easy ideas for spreading kindness to friends, family and strangers; helping the
environment; giving back to your community; and focusing on what unites instead of divides us. Inside the journal, you’ll find small yet
effective ways to change the world every day, such as: Smile at a stranger. Donate unused credit card points or airline miles to charity. Write
a glowing online review of a local business. Volunteer for a shift at a soup kitchen. Praise a colleague’s hard work to their boss. Forgive
someone who hurt you. Offer to grocery shop or pet sit for a doctor or nurse. Attend a service for a faith that is not your own Give your family
the gift of your presence—go screen-free for a day. In addition, the journal includes space to record and reflect on your actions, as well as
resources for learning more and doing more. Featuring colorful artwork, inspiring quotes, and true stories of compassion from the pages of
Reader’s Digest, this journal is the perfect way to make a difference.
Organized by geographical region and then broken down by state, "Discover America" features over 3,000 comprehensive place entries
detailing America's major towns, quaint villages, and national parks. 1,200+ full-color photos.
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The adventures of an unusual dog, part St. Bernard, part Scotch shepherd, that is forcibly taken to the Klondike gold fields where he
eventually becomes the leader of a wolf pack. . -- Calm, stoic captain Mac Whirr has just been given command of a new steamship, the NanShan. He and his crew are transporting Asian workers across the China Sea when a sudden drop in atmospheric pressure alerts Mac Whirr
of, "some uncommonly dirty weather knocking about."
Save a fortune with over 1,300 easy solutions to hundreds of common household problems. You don’t have to be rich to live well; now you
can outfox the high cost of living the old-fashioned five-and-dime way. Don’t be tempted by all of those “new” products on the shelves;
instead, rediscover the power of those time-honored, thrifty household items your grandparents and parents used. You’ll save a bundle with
over 1,300 of these clever hints and tips: • A Frisbee is a handy item to keep around the house and can be used as a portable pet dish, paint
palette, and paper plate holder • Hair spray is an inexpensive way to preserve flowers, remove pet hair from a couch, kill bugs, and stop
static cling • Cedar chips will drive fleas from a pet bed, keep snails at bay in your garden, and repel moths from your wool sweaters •
Furniture polish will spiff up hubcaps and bicycles, add shine to shower doors, and stop squeaky door hinges • Glass cleaner will make your
jewelry sparkle, relieve bee sting pain, dry out pimples, and shine patent leather shoes • Aluminum foil makes a stunning wrap for a wedding
gift, works effectively as a substitute for hair curlers in a pinch, and when placed under your ironing board cover will increase the efficiency of
your iron • An ice cream scoop can be used to measure the perfect amount of potting soil, shape butter into fancy shapes for a holiday
dinner, and form perfect meatballs and cookies • A pillowcase will dry lettuce in seconds, makes a cute summer dress for a child, covers a
baby’s changing pad, and functions as a travel laundry bag • Knitting needles make stylish hair accessories, can serve as kebab holders for
a fun fruit snack, function in place of toothpicks to test a cake’s doneness, and can be used to protect your garden from invading critters
Trusted treatments for everyday health problems More Than a Thousand Remedies at Your Fingertips! Long before the age of high-tech
medicine—and health insurance companies—people healed themselves at home using timetested techniques, many of which are still valuable
today. With the help of our board of medical advisors and modern-day scientific research, we’ve selected the very best herbs, foods, and
household healers to help you feel better fast, without expensive drugs and with fewer side effects.

Uses text, illustrations, and activities to present all sorts of information about insects and spiders.
Whether it's the sweet, mellow sounds of Les Paul, the blues of B.B. King, the intense power of Slash, or the country
twang of Chet Atkins, the guitar is at the heart modern music. It doesn't matter whether you're looking to become the next
rock star or yearning to strum along at the next family get-together-- The Complete Guitar Course has everything you
need to learn. Dozens of hits in all genres, including "Brown Eyed Girl," "Wonderful Tonight," "Walk This Way," and "Play
that Funky Music" Choosing the right guitar and accessories Tuning, caring for, and changing strings Basic fingering,
chords, and techniques Music theory 101 More than 25 short inspirational stories of legendary guitar players, such as
Eric Clapton, Les Paul, Slash, Prince, Jack White, Chuck Berry, and Joni Mitchell Dust off that acoustic, plug in that
electric, and get ready to rock...or strum- - you decide!
The Essential Guide to CBD is an authoritative but user-friendly primer on CBD. CBD has splashed across the nation’s
headlines, taken the country by storm, and has everyone from Coca-Cola to Starbucks considering adding this new
“miracle supplement” to their drinks. But the FDA has only approved it for use in treating epilepsy in children. What is
CBD, anyway? What’s the difference between CBD, THC, cannabis, hemp, and marijuana? Can CBD help me lose
weight? How much CBD do I need to take to help my condition? What do I look for when buying CBD? Is it better to take
CBD oil or gummies or what? The Essential Guide to CBD will answer all of these questions and much more, including
both first-person anecdotes of real people’s experiences with CBD and straightforward reporting about what studies
have actually been done and what they show. Written in part by the experts at Project CBD, the book will separate fact
from fiction, hype from reality.
The legal rights of the individual are fully explained in nontechnical terms
An up-to-date collection of tips, tricks, and techniques for computer users of all levels includes step-by-step, money- and
time-saving guidelines for how to get the most out of one's personal computer, covering software, hardware, the Internet,
and the Windows operating system.
A consumer handbook to Australian law arranged in question and answer format. Areas covered include marriage and
family; personal property; consumers' rights; cars and driving; medical rights; and wills and estates. There is also a
detailed index.
A chronicle of twentieth-century history encompasses the major events and personalities that have shaped human life,
covering such topics as sports, medicine, politics, science, entertainment, and everyday life
Looks at some of the world's long-lost civilizations, describing each culture's artifacts and efforts of archaeologists to reconstruct these
complex societies, including Catal Huyuk, Mycenae, Babylon, and Pataliputra.
First-person accounts and gorgeous landscape photos paired with practical information and tips to help travelers make the most of their
journeys through more than 40 national parks. National parks are America’s most-beloved treasures. The editors of Reader’s Digest
magazine reveal first-person accounts and gorgeous landscape photos paired with practical information and tips to help travelers make the
most of their journeys through these unique areas. Included you’ll find information on more than 40 national parks and incredible images
from readers. Plus: • A historical introduction along with a national park timeline. • An illustrated map of each state for each national park
story, pointing out the location of the park within the state with a marker. • Inspirational and gorgeous photos in gallery sections for each
region to make this a terrific coffee table book or gift for travelers. • Then and now comparison photos of national parks. • Helpful added
information, including possible rest stops, can’t-miss area hot spots, fun facts, handy advice for planning ahead, possible side trips and
nearby attractions. Whether you’re an armchair traveler or ready to pack and roll, Great American Road Trips: National Parks has everything
that you are looking for. List of parks covered: WEST Denali National Park, Alaska Joshua Tree National Park, California Lassen Volcanic
National Park, California Pinnacles National Park, California Redwood National Park, California Sequoia National Park and Kings Canyon
National Park, California Yosemite National Park, California Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, Colorado Great Sand Dunes
National Park, Colorado Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,
Hawaii Glacier National Park, Montana Great Basin National Park, Nevada Crater Lake National Park, Oregon Canyonlands National Park,
Utah Zion National Park, Utah Mount Rainier National Park, Washington North Cascades National Park, Washington Olympic National Park,
Washington Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana SOUTHWEST Grand Canyon
National Park, Arizona Saguaro National Park, Arizona Big Bend National Park, Texas Guadalupe Mountains National Park, Texas
MIDWEST Indiana Dunes National Park, Indiana Isle Royale National Park, Michigan Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, Michigan Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North Dakota Badlands National Park, South Dakota Apostle
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Islands National Lakeshore, Wisconsin EAST Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas Canaveral National Seashore, Florida Everglades
National Park, Florida Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky Acadia National Park, Maine Congaree National Park, South Carolina Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, Tennessee Shenandoah Valley and Shenandoah National Park, Virginia Virgin Islands National Park
This collection showcases over 40 timeless stories that make you feel deeply and stick with you, along with cartoons, jokes, and readers'
warm and funny true anecdotes. From everyday heroes to larger-than-life characters, small moments to historic events, the unforgettable
stories in Reader's Digest come alive as never before in this keepsake book. Our editors have combed the archives for the narratives that
thrill your senses, warm your heart, lift your spirits and leave you amazed or simply grateful for your connection with fellow humans, including:
*Pilot Down: The Rescue of Scott O'Grandy--An Air Force captain policing a NATO "No Fly Zone" is struck by a missile and must use his
ejection seat and parachute down into enemy territory. *The Pig That Changed My Life--The author agrees to take in what he's told is a mini
pig. At first he hides the pig in his office, but his partner finds out and is upset. Nevertheless, they keep the pig and call it Esther. Esther
grows up to be 650 pounds, sleeps with them along with 2 cats and 2 dogs, and wins the whole family over with her antics. The humans
become vegan. *To My Daughter on Acquiring Her First Car--This is a lovely letter written by a father to his daughter as he gets her a car. It is
a fond but serious plea that she not take lightly the responsibility of working this machine, that her and many others’ lives depend on her
good judgement and care.
From the wildly popular Reader's Digest column "13 Things They Won't Tell You" here are more than 5,000 trade secrets, professional tips,
juicy secrets, and insider perspectives to save money and time, get better service, and avoid being scammed. Every month, in its wildly
popular "13 Things They Won't Tell You" column, Reader’s Digest asks selected experts from a different profession to spill their secrets.
Readers walk a mile in their shoes and see things that are enlightening, horrifying, and give them a whole new perspective on the people they
trust with their food, health, family, money, and home. They walk away with the keys to awesome backdoor deals, insider knowledge that
saves them tons of money, and invaluable advice for getting better service anywhere they go. Now, this wisdom has been collected into one
comprehensive volume, complete with updates, all-new interviews, and thousands of additional secrets. In Insider Secrets, you'll find out how
to: *make sure your doctor is the most experienced one in the hospital *score the best deals from a car salesman *baffle burglars and identity
thieves *avoid getting fired, according to HR *find the freshest food in the store and much more!
A full color illustrated guide to growing and using herbs to enhance your health and your cooking. This beautifully illustrated, complete guide
to herbs unlocks the secrets of these wonder plants—from planting and harvesting to cooking and storing—including their health benefits. Now
you can discover the joy and pleasure of growing your own herbs—for spicing up meals, creating crafts, treating ailments, and more. In this
comprehensive and beautifully illustrated herbal guide you’ll find information on their history, cultivation, propagation, and harvesting, along
with a wealth of great ideas for using herbs everyday in a variety of ways. This guide unravels the mysteries of these versatile plants, with
savvy tips and simple formulas for maximizing their powers. Did you know? · Mint can repel ants, flies, mice, and moths · Garlic can seriously
lower cholesterol · Chives, fennel, tarragon, thyme, oregano, and winter savory are perennials · Rosemary was used in the Middle Ages for its
tranquilizing effects, and it is still a digestion aid
'Baking with Love' has over 180 illustrated recipes for cakes, biscuits and breads, ranging from sweets such as black forest gateau and fruity
teabread to savoury delights such as souffled salmon and dill tartlets.
Carefully selected from more than 6,500 essays, this wonderful collection of more than 80 stories reveals pure, common wisdom at its best,
shared by ordinary people who look at life in an extraordinary way. From heartbreaking accounts to amusing snapshots, The Best Life Stories
will leave you feeling hopeful, resilient, and optimistic that happiness can be found even in the darkest moments. Born out of a Reader’s
Digest Facebook contest that challenged readers to write their life stories in 150 words or less, this book features the editors’ Top Picks,
such as the inspirational tale of . . . one father’s desolation and the renewal he found in his family’s faith and love. one woman’s ability to let
go of her abusive past after rescuing an abused dog. a mother’s pride in a life-changing decision made by her autistic daughter. a breast
cancer patient’s realization that her identity goes way beyond her diagnosis. a free-spirited woman’s choice to live on her own terms. a
young girl’s proud recognition of her grandfather’s simple but profound legacy. Plainspoken and honest, The best Life Stories will help you
discover the meaning of life, the simple joy in the every day.
Shares hundreds of do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair tips designed to help readers save money on car care and make informed
choices when working with automobile mechanics, in a guide complemented by a glossary of terms. Reprint.
"Thousands of tips for a healthy mind and body"--Cover.
Want to feel smarter? Want to have the perfect quip at the tip of your tongue? Use Your Words combines Word Power Quizzes and Quotable
Quotes from Reader's Digest, Amercia's Most Popular Magazine so you can do just that! Use Your Words is part word quiz book and part
quote book, combined together in themed sections. It will be a combination of 2 of our most popular columns in Reader’s Digest
Magazine—Word Power and Quotable Quotes. Quotable Quotes, as it appears today, first ran in January 1934. It was proceeded by similar
quote columns, including Remarkable Remarks, which ran in the first ever issue of Reader's Digest in February 1922, and Significant
Sayings, which ran in June 1922. These first columns featured the great minds of the day, including Herbert Hoover (before he became
president), Lady Astor, and John D. Rockefeller. The quotes were, and continue to be, collected from a variety of books, speeches, journals,
and articles. We've quoted both living and dead people. The column hasn't changed much, except for the art. It began as a one-page list of
quotes and continues to be a one-page list of quotes. Quotable Quotes is second to Laughter the Best Medicine in column popularity. Word
Power first ran in January 1945—January 2020 will mark 75 years. Word Power's creator, Wilfred Funk, was a poet and lexicographer—his
family was the “Funk” of the reference publisher Funk & Wagnalls. He presented his quiz idea to Dewitt Wallace in 1944. Wilfred's son Peter
Funk wrote the column from the 1960s to the 1990s. Current writers are a married couple who are well-known in the crossword/puzzle world:
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/wordgame/crbio.htm The column hasn’t changed much—it has 15 words now instead of 20. It
has themed columns (car words, Italian words) rather than words based on RD. It has a sidebar that goes in-depth on something related to
the theme. Word Power is our 3rd most popular column in the magazine.
A plant-based cookbook for middle America, featuring more than 150 quick and easy recipes for healthy favorites. Plant-based eating is more
than the latest diet fad. It’s a research-proven path to losing weight, living longer, and preventing heart disease, cancer, and a whole host of
other health issues. Plus it’s environmentally friendly and easy on the wallet. With the Plant-Based Health Basics Cookbook, readers will find
support and inspiration wherever they are on their plant-based journey. It includes: More than 150 tasty and healthy breakfasts, entrees,
quick meals, and even desserts, such as Farmers Market Enchiladas, Tropical French Toast, and Chocolate Espresso Nut Torte Just the
basics on key nutrients, ingredients, and benefits of plant-based eating Tips on how to build a plant-based pantry, adapt favorite recipes to be
plant-based, and shop for a plant-based diet (including the difference between all the new plant-based “meats” now on the market) Sample
meal plans that pull recipes together for different needs: on a budget, in a hurry, heart-healthy, gluten-free, etc. Easy additions and
substitutions for those who aren’t ready to give up meat completely—as well as for those who want to go fully vegan Featuring beautiful
photographs and easy-to-find ingredients in recipes tested by readers like you, Reader’s Digest’s Plant-Based Health Basics Cookbook
makes plant-based eating easy and fun for everyone.
Simple changes or additions to your diet, exercise habits, and daily routine can boost your physical and mental health at every stage of life.
Did you know that dried fruits can help banish brain fog? That a daily does of aspirin may help prevent cancer? That honey treats hangovers?
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These are just a few of the hundreds of tips and facts contained in Reader’s Digest Health Secrets for Long Life. Here you’ll find information
from around the world on special diets, prescription drugs, herbal medicine, and home remedies as well as the safest and most effective
treatments to include in this easy-to-use family health reference. Stay young, happy, and vibrant with simple suggestions such as the
following: Get a flu shot to prevent heart attacks. Heart attacks are more common in the winter, especially among people who have had an
infection such as the flu a week or two earlier. Warm your feet to ease headaches. Putting your feet in a bowl of warm water dilates the blood
vessels in your feet and draws the blood away from your head, which may ease pain. Lift weights to lower your blood pressure. It improves
blood flow and triggers a long-lasting drop in blood pressure. Use the power of flowers and herbs to ease your mood. Bach Flower Rescue
Remedy is a popular standby for moments of emotional crisis. Lemon-scented lemon balm calms anxiety and depression. Reviewed by
medical and nutrition experts, Reader’s Digest Health Secrets for Long Life offers essential information to boost your physical, mental, and
emotional health at every stage of life.
Arranged by state, this illustrated travel guide features more than one thousand unique and varied places around the country, including
scenic back roads, country villages, and secluded beaches.
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